Ever wondered what digital pedagogy is?  
Want to know what it’s like to teach online?

Wonder no more.

On February 19th, 2014, join us for an introductory session on digital pedagogy.

We will introduce you to what Canvas is and does. We will show you some of the applications that make online teaching as good (and sometimes better) than Face-2-Face teaching, and we’ll discuss some of the best practices for online education in the physical classroom and in the virtual one.

Location: UC Riverside, Surge 170,
Date and time: Wednesday February 19th 4-6PM

This is the first of hopefully many sessions aimed at training graduate students (and anyone else) in digital pedagogies.

Please RSVP to Juliette Levy (juliette.levy@ucr.edu)

Juliette Levy teaches online and face-2-face in the History Department at UCR and at UC- Online.